denim (ten cents) to cover the cushions, sewed coloured cords to the
covers, and tied them on to the seats. And we had seating.
Pretty hard, but not impossible if the play was really good. Most always
it was.
But the Playhouse was becoming charming entertainment in itself—
entertainment that could never fail. The magic of something new and
interesting appeared among us again 'to snatch victory from the jaws of
defeat'.
I had wanted a theatre of my own ever since when, as a boy, I read
of Wilhelm Meister's puppet-theatre in the attic of the house Goethe
designed for him. Here it was—far beyond Wilhelm Meister's or any
Goethe himself could have designed. This surely counted us one?
Every time we were cut off from an unexpected source of 'cash-and-
carry* supply, we came up smiling, really better off for the rebuff because
of the demand upon our own resourceful inspiration. Of course the middle-
men were all hanging by their eyebrows from sky-hooks. Their bosses
were taking no chances.
Nevertheless we found generous co-operation enough so that we are
not yet convinced that no one wants to go into partnership with us. We
thought we were a good thing at a time when all was dead or dying. We
are surer than ever now, now that dead and dying are actually here all
around us and it is war in place of economic distress.
REST FOR THE WICKED
We kept on trying to get and give co-operation whenever need for
accommodation appeared, as it did, constantly. But always the risks
seemed too great to those who could help us on our way if they would. So
far as they went, our cause was beside their mark. It never could 'pay*.
And (seriously) why should the System want to compromise itself by
helping us anyway? What interest to the 'make' of the middleman were
we, or was anything whatever, if there was no cash profit in 'the deal7?
They had to live. So they said. So their discounts were naturally not only
very few but very suspicious.
Help was spaced far apart on centres in those equivocal trying days. We
might say that in the early days help was invisible. Or in reverse.
I may as well confess, at this point, however, that I was certain financial
help from some source would appear when we really got something going
to show the nature of the cultural effort to which we were committed. But
we never got to the point where I was ready to show what we had done
and ask anybody for financial help. We are not there yet. So all the friendly
help we've had has been small and haphazard; you might say, accidental,
but none the less appreciated on that account. The more welcome for that,
I should say. I should like to tell the stories of several such. And some day
I will write them.
I am no longer so sanguine where substantial help is concerned. This
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